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Abstract
The effect of the processing route and the addition of 20 Vol% TiC particles on the fracture toughness of the hot work tool steel AISI H13 was investigated. To this end, as-atomized, mechanically milled and mechanically alloyed powders were consolidated by spark plasma sintering. Nearly dense materials were produced. The fracture toughness was measured with modified disk-shaped compact tension specimens. Acoustic emissions and the fracture surfaces were analyzed to study the damage evolution. The consolidation of the as-atomized powder resulted in the highest relative density and fracture toughness. In contrast, relatively low fracture toughness was achieved for the mechanically milled powder which was attributed to the lower relative density after sintering. The lowest fracture toughness was achieved for the steel-TiC composite material that also exhibited the lowest density. Furthermore, crack path deflection was lowest for this material. This was attributed to the TiC particles which served as a weak crack path. Early cleavage fracture due to stress concentration at TiC particles/agglomerates was proved by means of acoustic emission analysis.
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1. Introduction
Hot work tool steels are widely used for die forging or die casting tools. Due to the complex shape of such tools, not only the strength but also the fracture toughness of the materials is critical for the application. The high metallurgical cleanliness required for tool steels (i.e. low amount of non-metallic inclusions, low segregation) implies the use of complex melting and remelting practices like electroslag- (ESR) and vacuum arc remelting (VAR). The production by means of powder metallurgy (PM), typically by hot isostatic pressing (HIP), results in a relatively fine carbide distribution, fine grain size, uniformity, and cleanliness [1].

In most recent years, with the advent of fast sintering techniques, new efforts have been made to further improve the microstructure and the properties of PM tool steel, especially after preliminary mechanical milling. Pellizzari et al. [2–4] investigated the densification behavior
of AISI H13 with different particle size distributions during spark plasma sintering (SPS). For gas atomized powder with a wide particle size distribution a relative density of 99.4 % was achieved. A higher relative density of 99.6 % was obtained for a smaller powder particle size of < 45 µm. These materials were sintered at 1100 °C for 5 min. Finer particles which were produced by mechanical milling (MM) resulted in a relative density of 99.5 % after sintering for 1 min at 1100 °C.

Due to the large surface area of fine powders, an oxide surface layer can form. This contamination does not affect the densification. However, the bonding strength between the particles and the toughness are significantly decreased [3].

Hard particle (HP) reinforcement is a suitable way to improve the hardness and wear resistance of mechanically milled tool steel, due to the combined effects of dispersion hardening by HP and strain hardening by severe plastic deformation during MM. Fedrizzi showed that TiC does not react with AISI H13, thus providing good chemical stability during SPS at 1100 °C [5]. The hardness increased from 425 HV10 for the pure MM AISI H13 to 825 HV10 for mechanically alloyed (MA) AISI H13 with 20 %vol TiC. The TiC particles decrease the densification rate so that a holding time of 30 min at 1100 °C was necessary to achieve maximum densification (99.4 %).

The apparent fracture toughness $K_{app}$ of the unreinforced tool materials was determined by means of a customary test method developed for small notched specimens [6]. It was determined with single edge-notched bend (SENB) bars with an electro discharge machined (EDM) notch with a notch root radius of $r = 50$ µm. Due to the relatively low stress triaxiality, the measured $K_{app}$ is larger than the plane-strain fracture toughness $K_{IC}$. Typical $K_{IC}$ values determined for large-sized fatigue pre-cracked samples, range between 25 and 50 MPa m$^{0.5}$ [7–10]. Table 1 shows the apparent fracture toughness for these materials.

Table 1. Apparent fracture toughness of spark plasma sintered AISI H13.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Powder</th>
<th>Density / %</th>
<th>HV10</th>
<th>$K_{app}$ / MPa m$^{0.5}$</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AT</td>
<td>99.4</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>[4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM</td>
<td>99.5</td>
<td>475</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>[4]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pezzotti et al. [11] studied crack growth in Al$_2$O$_3$ and Si$_3$N$_4$ ceramics reinforced with SiC. Crack growth prior to catastrophic failure was detected by analyzing the acoustic emissions. It was observed that the particle reinforcement resulted in crack bridging and pop-in events. Acoustic emission analysis is also a suitable method to detect the damage processes before the failure in high-strength steels. Ingham et al. [12] observed a rapid increase in acoustic emissions count rate immediately prior to fracture of a 300M high strength steel. Analogously, Lambert et al. [13] detected high-energy acoustic events before fracture of high-strength low-alloy steels. These results were attributed to the formation of microcracks. For AISI 1060 and 1080 steels, Roy et al. [14] showed that high-energy acoustic events can be related to the formation of pop-ins.
In spite of the large amount of papers dealing with the strength and ductility of ultrafine grained (UFG) and nanocristalline (NC) materials, less attention has been paid to their fracture toughness. This is of particular importance for high strength materials, because in presence of long cracks \((\alpha > K_{ic}^2/(\pi \sigma_y))\) the fracture strength becomes directly controlled by the critical stress intensity factor, \(K_{ic}\) [15].

In this paper, the plane strain fracture toughness of spark plasma sintered AISI H13 is compared to those of the same tool steel, mechanically milled (MM) and mechanically alloyed (MA) with 20 Vol% TiC. The fracture behavior is described as a function of the grain shape, which is elongated after milling. The damage evolution is evaluated by analysis of acoustic emissions and by fractography.

2. Materials and methods

Gas atomized powder of the hot work tool steel AISI H13 (manufacturer Sandvik Osprey, 0.45 % C, 1.62 % Mo, 5.36 % Cr, 1.1 % V, 0.43 % Mn, 0.94 % Si, Fe bal.) was used in the present work. The particles size distribution of the as-atomized powder (AT) is given by: \(d_{10} = 19 \, \mu m, d_{50} = 31 \, \mu m, d_{90} = 51 \, \mu m\). The mean particles size of the TiC powder is 3 \(\mu m\).

The powders to be milled (Table 2) were mixed with 0.2 wt% Kenolube (Hoganas AB) in a Turbula mixer for 60 min. The premixed batch of powder was then mechanically milled (MM) using a Fritsch Pulverisette 6 planetary ball mill. The total milling time was 200 min with 100 cycles of 2 min milling and 9 min pause in order to reduce the temperature increase during the milling. Steel balls (100Cr6, 65 HRC, \(d = 10 \, mm\)) were used with a ball to powder ratio of 10:1.5 (6.67). A second batch was mechanically alloyed (MA) with 20 Vol% TiC using the same milling parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Vol% TiC</th>
<th>t / min</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AT</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All powders were consolidated in a DR. SINTER SPS1050 device (Sumitomo Coal & Mining, now SPS Syntex Inc.) with graphite dies. Disks with \(d = 45 \, mm\) and \(h = 13 \, mm\) were obtained. The heating rate was 75 K/min up to the sintering temperature of 1100 °C. The temperature was measured by a pyrometer. According to a preliminary calibration carried out using a thermocouple inside the die, closer to the sample, a temperature of 1080 °C measured by the pyrometer corresponds to an actual temperature of 1100 °C. A pressure of 60 MPa was applied at a temperature of 570 °C. The sintering time was 30 min, followed by free cooling (initially approx. 65 K/min).
The heat treatment consisted of austenitizing at 1020 °C for 15 min in vacuum. The specimens were quenched in a stream of 5 bars nitrogen and tempered twice at 550 °C for 2 h.

The Archimedes principle according to ASTM B962 [16] was applied to measure the density \( \rho \) of the specimens. Young's modulus \( E \) and Poisson's ratio \( \mu \) were calculated by the density and the longitudinal and transversal sound wave velocities \( (v_l) \) and \( (v_t) \) according to DIN EN 843-2 [17]:

\[
E = \rho \frac{3v_l^2v_t^2 - 4v_l^4}{v_t^2 - v_l^2}
\]  

(1)

\[
\mu = 0.5 \frac{v_t^2 - 2v_l^2}{v_t^2 - v_l^2}
\]  

(2)

The sound wave velocities were measured with ultrasonic transducers by the pulse-echo technique. Vickers hardness measurements (HV10) were performed in an Emco-Test M4U-025 hardness tester with an indentation load of 10 kgf which was applied for 10 to 15 s according to ASTM E92 [18].

Modified disk-shaped compact tension (DCT) specimens were obtained from the sintered and heat treated discs by electric discharge machining, see Fig. 1. The upper and lower part was cut in order to achieve a height \( D^* = 39.5 \) mm instead of \( D = 45 \) mm and to use existing clevis grips for ordinary CT specimens with \( B = 12.7 \) mm.

![Fig. 1: Geometry of the modified DCT specimen: B = 12.7 mm, a/W ≈ 0.5, W = 33.5 mm, D* = 39.5 mm, d = 11 mm.](image)

The modified geometry is not in accordance with the ASTM E 399 standard [19]. However, a FEM analysis of the stress intensity factor (SIF) revealed that the SIF calculated with Eq. 3 from ASTM E 399 results in a small error of \( \leq 0.3\% \) compared to the actual SIF. Hence, an analysis according to ASTM E 399 was appropriate with the modified geometry.

\[
K = \frac{E}{B\sqrt{W}} \cdot f\left(\frac{a}{W}\right)
\]  

(3)

where:

\[
f\left(\frac{a}{W}\right) = \frac{\left(2 + \frac{a}{W}\right)(0.886 + 4.64\frac{a}{W} - 13.32\left(\frac{a}{W}\right)^2 + 14.72\left(\frac{a}{W}\right)^3 - 5.6\left(\frac{a}{W}\right)^4)}{(1 - \frac{a}{W})^{1.5}}\)
\]  

(4)
The specimens were fatigue precracked up to a relative crack length $a_0/W \approx 0.5$. The drop in resonance frequency controlled the reduction of load during precracking. The maximum SIF in the last precracking step was $\leq 6 \text{ MPa m}^{0.5}$ for all materials. The precracked specimens were tested in a Zwick 1476 universal testing machine under cross head control and a displacement rate of 0.15 mm/min. A schematic of the experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 2.

![Schematic of the experimental set-up. Crack mouth opening displacement (CMOD) is measured at integral knife edges. Acoustic emissions (AE) were detected by sensor near the crack tip of the specimen.](image)

At the integral knife edges, the crack mouth opening displacement (CMOD) was measured. Furthermore, the plastic part of the critical crack tip opening displacement, $CTOD_{c,pl}$, was determined [20]:

$$CTOD_{c,pl} = \frac{0.46(W-a_0) \cdot CMOD_{c,pl}}{0.54a_0 + 0.46W + d}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Here, $CMOD_{c,pl}$ is the plastic part of the CMOD at the critical point. The distance $d$ between the knife edges and the load line was defined in Fig. 1. The elastic part of $CTOD_c$ was not calculated because it is just proportional to $K_{IC}^2$.

Acoustic emissions generated at the crack tip were measured by an AE transducer (type PICO, Physical Acoustic Corporation, PAC), see Fig. 2. Between the specimen and the AE transducer, an Al₂O₃ plate served as a wave guide and as an electric insulation. A preamplifier (type PAC 2/4/6) with an amplification of 60 dB and a bandwidth of 10–900 kHz was applied. The signal was then digitized continuously by an 18 bit PCI-2 data acquisition board (PAC) with a sample rate of 2 MHz. Furthermore, a bandpass filter between 20 kHz and 1 MHz was applied. AE signals above a threshold level of 150 mV (noise level 50 mV) were counted as events and analyzed with respect to their energy. The event energy $EE$ was calculated as follows:

$$EE = \frac{1}{T} \int_{0}^{T} U(t)^2 dt$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

Where $T$ – is the length of the recorded event and $U$ is amplified voltage of the transducer. This voltage is proportional to the displacement at the specimen's surface, which is, in turn, a measure for the displacement at the AE source. Since the energy of an oscillation is
proportional to its squared amplitude, $EE$ is a measure of the energy of each acoustic event. Next, the AE cumulative energy $CE$ was calculated for the whole duration of the experiment:

$$CE = \sum_{i=1}^{n} EE_i$$

(7)

Where $n$ is the number of AE events during the experiment.

The fracture surfaces of the broken specimens were investigated on the one hand by means of optical microscopy in order to measure the initial crack length, $a_0$, and one the other hand by means of scanning electron microscopy (SEM) in order to evaluate the effect of the microstructure on the crack resistance. A typical broken specimen is shown in Fig. 3.

![Fig. 3: Typical broken specimen (here: AT) with machined notch, fatigue precrack and brittle fracture. The edge within the load line was used to measure $a_0$.](image)

Additionally, the roughness of the fracture surfaces was measured by means of white light interferometry (type SMS, Breitmeier). The microstructure was analyzed by optical microscopy and SEM after standard metallographic preparation and chemical etching (Nital 2%).

3. Results

3.1. Densification

Previous studies proved the suitability of the sintering parameters used for the present samples [5, 21]. However, the diameter of the sintered disk was larger than in those studies ($D = 20$ and $30 \text{ mm}$). Hence, the densification was briefly checked.
Fig. 4. Densification of different powders.

Fig. 4 shows the densification rate of the different powders, measured by punch velocity of the SPS device. The temperature/time regime varied insignificantly between different sintering batches (< 0.2 %), hence only one curve is reported. The first densification peak (I in Fig. 4) appeared during the application of pressure and corresponds to the rearrangement of powder particles. With further temperature increase, the densification due to the sintering proceeded. This process was superimposed to the ferrite/austenite transformation (II in Fig. 4) at approximately 890 °C (14 min). As discussed elsewhere, this transformation reduced the sintering speed [2]. In all cases the densification rate dropped down to values close to zero, meaning that, apparently, densification goes to completion during SPS. For the MM material, this condition was achieved still during the heating phase, at about 1010°C. On the other hand, densification becomes more and more difficult for the MA material due to the lower compressibility of the milled powder strengthened by the hard particles dispersion. The relatively low surface area of the AT powder particles compared to the MM powder resulted in slower densification. The AT powder showed no further densification just after reaching \( T_{\text{sinter}} \) whilst MA achieved this goal after 19 min at \( T_{\text{sinter}} \).

The density measurements confirm a very high value for AT (99.2%) and lower values for MM (98.3%) and MA (97.8%), respectively (Fig. 5). Porosity has a detrimental effect on the Young's modulus of UFG metals as evidenced by the equation of Spinner et al. [22]:

\[
E = E_0(1 - f_1P + f_2P^2) \tag{3}
\]

where \( E \) is the reduced modulus, \( E_0 \) is the reference modulus, \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \) are parameters equal to 1.9 and 0.9 [23], respectively, and \( P \) is the porosity. Looking at the measured porosities of MM and AT, the ratio \( E_{\text{MM}}/E_{\text{AT}} \) is 0.983. This value is in very good agreement with the \( E_{\text{MM}}/E_{\text{AT}} \) ratio (0.986) calculated by the measured Young’s moduli (\( E_{\text{MM}} = 211 \) GPa, \( E_{\text{AT}} = 214 \) GPa). On the other hand, the higher \( E \) value of MA is due to the higher Young's modulus of TiC (460 GPa [24]).
The microstructure of heat treated AT consists of tempered martensite and the average grain size is 5 μm (Fig. 4a). The same microstructure is shown by MM, but its grain size is about 1 μm for about 90% of sample: the rest is generally coarser, due to the lower strain hardening during milling (Fig. 4b) [26]. The microstructure of MA is also very fine (Fig. 4c): it has been proved that hard particles enhance the particles fragmentation as well as the strain hardening process. The size of TiC particles is refined (<1 μm) and their distribution inside the mechanically alloyed areas (MA) is quite uniform. Nevertheless, some regions of H13 tool steel which are not mechanically alloyed are still evidenced.

3.2. Fracture toughness and hardness

Fig. 7a shows $F/\sqrt{a}$ plots for all tested specimens. The difference in slope of the AT and MM specimens were attributed to difference in Young's modulus and small variations in $a_0/W$. The higher stiffness of the MA specimens was the result of the different $E$ (246 GPa for MA, 214 GPa for AT, 211 GPa for MM). Furthermore, some of the specimens exhibited non-linear behavior. Nevertheless, valid values of $K_{ic}$ were determined from these specimens (Fig. 7b). Assuming a yield strength of 1000 MPa, a minimum thickness of 2 mm was required for the AT specimens to fulfill plane strain requirements of ASTM E 399. Taking the hardness of at least 640 HV10 into account, even a higher yield strength and, hence, a lower minimum thickness could be expected. In view of the limited experimental scatter, AT shows the highest fracture toughness (28 MPa m$^{0.5}$) followed by MM (21 MPa m$^{0.5}$) and MA (14 MPa m$^{0.5}$).
Fig. 7: (a) Force-CMOD curves for different materials and (b) their respective fracture toughness and hardness. The numbers show the ratio of fracture toughness to hardness ($1000 \cdot K_{tc}/HV10$).

As expected, the plane strain fracture toughness values ($K_{tc}$) determined in the present investigation are well below the apparent fracture toughness ($K_{app}$) from previous studies [4, 21], which is in good agreement with the higher stress triaxiality due to the lower notch tip radius [6]. Furthermore, the fracture toughness of the AT specimens reflects the literature values [7, 9].

Quite surprisingly, the hardness of the MM and MA specimens is lower than that of AT, confirming that porosity hides the potential strengthening induced by grain refinement, strain and dispersion hardening. The role of porosity is also reflected in the similar hardness of MM and MA and contributes to the lower $K_{tc}$ values of MM and MA than AT. The decreasing ratio $K_{tc}/HV10$ (white boxes in Fig. 7b) indicates the cumulative embrittlement of the steel undergoing MM and MA.

Fig. 8: Plastic part of the critical CTOD for different materials.

The non-linear behavior of the $F/CMOD$ plots (Fig. 7a) is reflected by $CTOD_{cpl}$ of the three materials, see Fig. 8. The highest plastic crack tip opening before fracture was observed for the MM specimens. Since some of the AT and MA specimens showed nearly pure linear-elastic behavior until fracture, a large scatter was found.
3.3. Damage evolution

Analysis of SIF and AE signals

Fig. 9a-c shows the $K_i / CMOD$ trace and the corresponding (cumulative) AE spectral energy (CE) for all specimens. They exhibited a slight increase of the AE signal for $CMOD \leq 100 \, \mu m$ (AT), $CMOD \leq 90 \, \mu m$ (MM) and $CMOD \leq 45 \, \mu m$ (MA). At higher $CMOD$, the AE spectral energy exhibited a pronounced transition to a steeper slope.

The non-linear behavior of the $K_i/CMOD$ trace, shown by MM1 (Fig. 9b) and MA2 (Fig. 9c), corresponds to a significantly higher increase of $CE$.
In Fig. 9a and b, initial transients at low loads \((K_l < 10 \text{ MPa}\sqrt{m})\) are coherent with the higher \(CE\) for specimens AT2 and MM2. These AE events probably originate from interactions between the specimen and the grips. Since the tests started at loads below the precracking load, effects of first crack opening after fatigue precracking were also assumed to emit some acoustic signals.

The arrows in Fig. 9a-c indicate the conditional fracture toughness values \((K_{Q1}, K_{Q2}, \ldots)\) for each specimen, determined either by the force maximum or by the intersection with the 95% secant. As stated above, all \(K_Q\) values were valid \(K_{IC}\) values.

Fig. 9d shows a comparison of \(CE\) vs. \(K_l\) for the different materials. AT specimens revealed a relatively smooth increase of the AE cumulative energy up to fracture. For the AT and MA specimens, the increase starts at approximately 0.85\(K_{IC}\) and 0.79\(K_{IC}\), respectively. The steepest increase was observed for the MM specimens above 0.96\(K_{IC}\) confirming that the damage attributed to cleavage fracture evolves just before the final fracture. In contrast, such damage occurs much earlier in the MA specimens due to TiC particles acting as stress concentration sites. The reason for the different damage evolution will be further discussed below.

**Fractographic analysis**

The fracture surfaces shown in Fig. 10 demonstrate different crack growth mechanisms. The AT specimens (Fig. 10a and b) exhibited localized ductile fracture (DF), which was characterized by dimples, near the precrack tip. After a crack growth of about 20 \(\mu m\), only very limited traces of ductile fracture were observed and unstable cleavage fracture (CF) prevailed, in agreement with the linear trend of \(K_l\) (Fig. 8). CF was characterized by flat facets, some of them with river patterns.

In contrast, nearly pure microductile fracture (DF) was observed for the MM specimens (Fig. 10c and d). Only some islands of cleavage fracture (CF) could be detected. The crack propagation direction was perpendicular to the long axis of original mechanically milled particles, i.e., perpendicular to the pressing direction during sintering. Some delamination is present, due to the interparticle nucleation of secondary cracks, perpendicular to the main one. This crack division effect should be reflected in increased toughness [15]. Moreover, delamination modifies the local stress state decreasing the stress triaxiality. Therefore, further plastic deformation can be expected before failure, explaining the occurrence of microductile fracture. Despite the potential benefits by these two toughening mechanisms, the fracture toughness of MM is lower than that of AT.

The MA specimens showed no ductile fracture, see Fig. 10e. Most of the cleavage fracture facets were very fine. The arrow in Fig. 10f indicates a relatively large cleavage fracture facet. Additionally, some aggregations of TiC were observed.
The crack paths of the different materials are shown in Fig. 11. The AT specimen shows higher amount of crack path deflection than the MM specimen. Crack path deflection or crack path division was also observed for the MA specimen. However, these toughening mechanisms were mostly associated with large H13 particles. Regions with a MA microstructure exhibited nearly no deflection of the crack path. From the micrographs in Fig. 11, the crack path deflection can only be described qualitatively. However, these observations were quantitatively supported by the results of the roughness measurement in Table 3. The AT and MA specimens revealed the highest and lowest roughness, respectively.
Table 3: Roughness of fracture surfaces in terms of $R_a$ and $R_z$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>$R_a$ / µm</th>
<th>$R_z$ / µm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AT</td>
<td>2.6 ± 0.2</td>
<td>19.2 ± 2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM</td>
<td>2.0 ± 0.0</td>
<td>14.2 ± 1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>1.5 ± 0.1</td>
<td>12.9 ± 1.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Discussion

Dislocation motion is characterized by low-frequency acoustic emissions (100–300 kHz) [28], whereas higher frequencies of about 500–625 kHz are observed for cleavage fracture of martensite [29]. The PICO AE transducer has a relatively low sensitivity at frequencies below 300 kHz [30]. At higher frequencies of about 400–600 kHz this transducer has a much higher sensitivity. Hence, this transducer is very sensitive to cleavage fracture events but less sensitive to plastic deformation. Furthermore, the threshold based processing of the signal allows to detect the transient phenomena, e.g. cleavage fracture. Smooth low amplitude signals such as AE from plastic deformation are not considered.

In Fig. 9d, the AT and MA (especially MA1) specimens revealed a relatively smooth increase of the AE cumulative energy up to fracture. This was attributed to the damage by local cleavage fracture observed by fracture surface analysis, see Fig. 10a and c. This local cleavage fracture occurred at grains with favorable orientation. In the MA specimens, fracture of large TiC agglomerates lead to additional damage before fracture. Consequently, the MA specimens revealed a pronounced increase of the AE spectral energy at relatively small $K_t/K_c$. The non-linear behavior of specimen MA2 (Fig. 9c) in terms of the $K_t/CMOD$ trace was attributed to local cleavage cracks that were stopped by large H13 particles (see Fig. 11).
For the MM specimens, this transition of the AE cumulative energy occurred shortly before fracture ($K_f \approx 0.96K_{fc}$, Fig. 9d). Considering the fracture surfaces (Fig. 10c and d), local cleavage fracture facets and secondary cracks resulted only in small load drops (pop-ins, also found in [31]) and a very limited damage before fracture. This is attributed to the high cleavage fracture strength in fine grains [32]. On the other hand, a small amount of large grains is still present after the mechanical milling process and the SPS treatment [4, 26], which will contribute to localized cleavage events before final fracture (Fig. 9b).

The fracture toughness is not only affected by the damage evolution, but also by the possible crack path. The relatively high $K_{fc}$ of the AT specimens was attributed to both the high density and the relatively coarse microstructure. The low pore volume fraction results in less stress concentration from internal notches. Furthermore, the relatively coarse grains result in pronounced crack path deflection, which is a toughening mechanism. In contrast, the internal notch effect is higher for both the MM and MA specimens due to their higher porosity. Hence, the ductile fracture, which was also reflected by the relatively high plastic part of the $CTOD_{c}$ (Fig. 8), did not compensate the detrimental effect of the porosity in the MM specimens. In the MA specimens, coarse TiC agglomerates, which were not fully broken during the MA process, act as additional stress concentration sites. Hence, the cleavage fracture strength was exceeded.

5. Summary and conclusions
The effect of the processing route and the addition of 20 Vol% TiC particles on the fracture toughness of the hot work tool steel AISI H13 was investigated. The damage evolution was studied by the analysis of acoustic emissions and fracture surface analyses. The main results can be summarized as follows:

- Irrespective of the processing route, the SPS process produced nearly dense material. The highest density was achieved for the as-atomized powder, the lowest for the mechanically alloyed powder.
- Mechanical milling of AISI H13 resulted in a fine microstructure and lower fracture toughness compared to the as-atomized powder. This was explained by a higher porosity and a lower amount of crack path deflection.
- The addition of 20 Vol% TiC particles and mechanical alloying resulted in the lowest fracture toughness. This behavior was attributed to the relatively low density. Moreover, mechanical alloying resulted in an insignificant amount of crack path deflection. TiC agglomerates, which were not fully broken during the milling process, acted as stress concentration sites.
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